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Abstract: In this study, I will focus on the Bahinda of  Buhororo in Uganda and try to 
figure out the condition and existence of  the elderly in the society by following their 
narrative history from the pre-colonial era to modern times. The role of  Christianity in 
shaping the belief  systems that decreased the prospects of  elderly legitimacy will be 
analysed. From this analysis, we note that, presently, though the elderly are accorded 
respect especially on social functions like burial, marriage and other rituals, they no longer 
have the spiritual and social power that they previously possessed. However, the evidence 
of  the elderly’s legitimacy and spiritual power still resides in the communities through the 
symbolic role that the image of  elderliness plays in witchcraft practices and related beliefs 
today.  
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1. Introduction 
The Ugandan population comprises diverse ethnic groups and cultures with 
different languages being spoken. The centrepiece of  the social and economic 
fabric of  most Ugandan tribal societies was and still is, the institution of  family 
where sustained human development and social controls were made through 
kinship networks (Sakyi 2006: 1). It is from these families that people in tribal 
societies oriented the younger generations on matters related to value systems and 
norms.
This chapter concentrates on a tribal community of  Bahinda. Bahinda is a 
tribal society, which originally came from the founder of  the Hinda dynasty in the 
Bukoba district of  mainland Tanzania. Upon the deposition of  Nono, son of  
Majila, Ruhinda spread to other parts of  East Africa through his sons to establish 
their own sub-dynasties such as Ankole, Burundi among others (Were & Wilson 
1971: 35– 37). I attempt to emphasize the Bahinda of  Buhororo of  the once 
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renowned Mpororo kingdom, which is said to have been founded by Kahaya 
Rutindangyezi, situated southwest of  Uganda and mainly in Rukungiri district. 
Bahororo, until British colonization of  Uganda, believed that Ruanda, which is 
now Rwanda, just like Rujumbura was subordinate to Kahaya, king of  the Ankole 
Kingdom in the second half  of  19th century (Morris 2007: 19). The Omugabe of  
Ankole, controlled the ‘Bashambo’, which is a ruling clan among bahinda and in 
fact chose wives for them (Ibid). Known to be of  the royal clan, Omugabe (King 
of  Precolonial Ankole Kingdom) came from Bahinda, who were predominantly 
Bahima (a cattle keeping Ankole clan). Bahinda of  Buhororo have similar 
characteristics with the Bahima in Ankole, ranging from physical appearance (Ibid: 
17), for example, the shape of  the noses are known to be sharper and longer than 
those from Beiru. Non-Bahima were said to have been the crop growers who were 
considered underclass. However, some traditions have maintained that the 
kingdom of  Mpororo where Bahororo dominated, tended to associate more with 
Ruanda than Ankole’s spiritual Bachwezi, in whom the people of  Ankole stand in 
awe (Ibid).  
This research uncovered the life stories of  the elders in Buhororo for the 
period before and after British colonial rule in Uganda revealing the shift in power 
dynamics among the elderly due to modernism and westernization of  
post-colonial states. This research tends to side with the modernization thesis of  
social change, which argues that the elders’ status inevitably diminished as 
traditional societies became increasingly modernized according to Cowgill & 
Holmes (1972); Foner, (1984: 7). The study assesses this shift of  gerontology 
citing the relevance of  the image of  elderly among the present generation’s 
spiritual and cultural generation.  
2. The background of  research 
 Data collection 
The study process in the collection of  data involved the gathering of  the 
elderly’s narratives through active listening. This aimed at obtaining close to 
accurate understanding of  the elderly and authority in traditional Africa. Also, 
random interviews were conducted with the members of  the community in the 
Rukungiri district where the Hinda Bahororo mainly live and the members of  the 
society in Kampala City where the elderly image is used by young people in the 
administration of  witchcraft and other forms of  spiritualism. The respondents 
were asked open-ended questions rather than formally structured questions in the 
questionnaires. Open-ended questions were preferred because the elderly, who 
cannot follow chronological and formal questions, were the interviewees. 
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Open-ended questions are also flexible and are able to obtain more information 
from the research subjects. The use of  relevant literature related to gerontology is 
also part of  the methods of  data collection used. Triangulation could help the 
research achieve its rigour in this publication.  
Limitations of  the study  
The original research arising from the findings of  this study only cover a 
portion of  the Bahinda and therefore are not representative of  the entire Hinda 
Dynasty. The limited time and resources could not allow for a comprehensive and 
in-depth understanding of  the Bahinda as the power behind the once powerful 
Hinda Dynasty.  
The reliance on the elderly’s memory and narratives may not guarantee the 
required accuracy needed to arrive at the results of  this study. However, it must be 
made clear to the reader(s) that the purpose of  this study is to provide an 
understanding of  the role and authority that the elderly possessed in comparison 
with the current trend of  young people that are using the elderly image as a 
marketing strategy. Also, limited literature is available on the elderly and their 
authority as most literature points to the elderly and social security or social 
services. Most literature has focused only on the vulnerability of  the elderly rather 
than the authority that came with being elderly. As to the comparative aspect of  
the present young generation masquerading as elderly in a spiritual world to attract 
clients, meagre inquiry has been done.  
3. Conceptualization of  the elderly  
Previous research 
While for a long time anthropological scholars ignored gerontology, there has 
been an ever-increasing interest in the field. Much of  the literature was written 
between the 1940s and 1970s and extracted mainly from literature-hungry 
ethnographic studies, which in most cases lacked analytical rigour of  the situation 
of  elders in tribal communities. We find the contribution of  Simmons in his work, 
titled ‘The role of  the aged in primitive societies’ and published in 1945, 
unreducible and monumental in gerontological studies. It was not until the latter 
half  of  the 20th century that social scientists turned the attention to the study of  
the ageing and adulthood (Binstock, George, Cutler, Hendricks & Schulz 2006: 3). 
The 21st century has witnessed an increasing interest in the study of  gerontology. 
Gerontology according to Hamilton is the study of  ageing and old age (Hamilton 
2011: 1). Although everyone has an intuitive sense of  what ageing or old age is, 
providing an objective definition is surprisingly a difficult attempt. While it is true 
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that the definition of  the elderly and ageing are culturally distinct worldwide, 
almost all African tribal societies share particular aspects. A cultural conception of  
older age or older adulthood, according to a discussion between Ikels & Beall 
(2001) and Sokolovsky (2009: 2), links changes in the person’s physical being, just 
like reduction of  work capacity, growing grey hair, beginning menopause, with 
social changes such as the birth of  grandchildren that create a culturally 
constructed and defined sense of  oldness.       
Hamilton defines old age as the ‘final segment of  the lifespan’ (2011: 1–4). 
This is an abstract definition of  ageing because the use of  the word ‘lifespan’ 
makes the definition rather vague. Therefore, these questions arise due to this 
vagueness: How do we know that the particular person has reached the final 
segment of  his lifespan? Is this lifespan universal to every individual in this 
particular society? Holmes postulates that whilst the lifespan of  human beings was 
placed at 110 to 120 years, these figures should not be confused with the average 
length of  every individual’s life because some die much earlier, yet others live much 
longer (Holmes & Holmes 2010:18). To make it even worse, while avoiding this 
threshold quandary, Hamilton adds the aspect of  numbers of  years attached to the 
definition of  ageing arguing that, universally the reasonable age for the beginning 
of  old age is 60 years (Hamilton 2011: 3). Therefore, old age or elderly or ageing 
are overly ambiguous terms because they attempt to segment what is really a 
continuum and where the dividing line is drawn is essentially arbitrary.   
In some traditions, the chronology of  years spent since birth determined 
how old one was (Weisner, Bradley & Kilbride 1997:187); however, among the 
Bahinda of  Buhororo, just like many precolonial African tribal states, the 
chronological age was not conceived as an important determinant of  elderliness. 
Just like the Tiriki tribal society in Kenya (Ibid: 188), to the patrilineal Bahinda of  
Buhororo, the ability to give birth to children, more importantly boys and 
subsequently having grandchildren and then great grandchildren was yet another 
yardstick for being elderly. These children were considered as the continuation of  
one’s generation and when such an elder died, he automatically became an ancestor. 
This implied that, the childless and those who gave birth to only girls regardless of  
how they physically appeared as old did not measure up to the status of  the elderly.  
This chapter takes seriously the changes in power structures of  African social 
and spiritual systems and it attempts to show the dominant forces of  the elderly’s 
social and spiritual power amid ever westernizing, urbanizing and modernizing 
Ugandan people. It is clearly a pretentious act for this study to claim a full 
representation of  the social systems of  all Bahinda of  Buhororo. The diversity of  
heterogeneous and multi-ethnic Uganda with blurred lines of  clear distinction 
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precludes an ambitious attempt to make a generalized inference of  the elderly in 
selected tribes. I analyse how the traditional value systems have been eroded and 
how the decline of  authority parents/ elderly initially possessed over their young 
generation counterparts has affected the elderly status.  
Unlike some tribal societies like the Ik in Karamoja land in North Eastern 
Uganda who according to Islam in his ‘Anthropology on the move: 
Contextualizing culture studies in Bangladesh’, which regarded the elderly to be of  
no status and regarded culture, values and norms as luxuries that can hardly be 
taken seriously, the Bahororo tribal society in South Western Uganda regarded the 
elderly as the source of  wisdom and pillars of  society’s continuity (Islam 2006: 
190). Just like many pastoral communities in East Africa and West Africa, the 
elderly in Buhororo tribal society not only possessed resources that gave them 
economic power over the young people but also the knowledge of  cultural and 
religious traditions that placed them in a powerful position (Whyte, Alber and 
Geest 2008: 13). 
The cultural construction of  an elderly 
Positioning of  a particular individual in tribal Buhororo-Bahinda was 
determined predominantly by social and cultural roles through the life cycle of  
such an individual.  Considering the life stories of  elderly respondents, a Muzaana 
literally meaning the servant, would never be recognized as a Mutaka meaning the 
member of  the elderly elites regardless of  his behaviour and physical appearance 
that depicted the biological ageing processes (Interview with Mzee Beingana). 
Therefore, being an elderly was a cultural construction that often distinguished old 
men of  merit from ordinary the elderly. Elderly status was not necessarily the 
chronology of  years one spent on earth; it took acceptance of  such an individual 
into the closed group of  ‘other elders’ (Mzee Beingana) who distinguished 
themselves from other members of  the society by ritual performance and routine 
communal alcohol drinking. Also the notion of  elderly status normally began in 
one’s late 40s and early 50s with the identification of  cultural, social and economic 
roles of  the prospective new entrant into elderly status.  
4. The elderly among the Bahinda in Buhororo 
Gender roles among the elderly 
The elderly among the Bahinda in Buhororo, just like many traditional tribal 
societies in East Africa, usually foraged for themselves; however, their 
contribution to the food and economic pool meant for the family and community 
was highly limited by their physical incapacitation. But on the lighter side, the 
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elderly by virtue of  their advanced age and life experiences as Haviland, Prins, 
McBride & Walrath noted, had the memories of  customary practices and events 
that happened even in the remote past and therefore served as repositories of  
accumulated wisdom—the libraries of  the illiterate people (Haviland, Prins, 
McBride & Walrath 2014: 180). This accumulated wisdom, throughout their life 
span, provided solutions to contemporary problems that the younger people were 
experiencing for the first time in their lives. It is obviously simplistic, as Amoss and 
Harrell note, to attempt to generalize about the position and status of  the aged or 
elderly in any society without accounting for differences between sexes and class 
differences (Amoss & Harrell 1981:6). 
The role of  the elderly was not trivial but rather a significant one considering 
their vast knowledge. The accumulation of  this knowledge and wisdom was 
however divided among sexes. What elderly men knew in their lifespan was totally 
different from what the women knew. 
‘Societies following a segregated pattern define almost all work as either masculine 
or feminine, so men and women rarely engaged in joint efforts of  any kind. In 
such societies, it is inconceivable that someone would even think of  doing 
something considered the work of  the opposite sex’ (ibid). 
Among Bahinda of  Buhororo tribal society, different social roles that a man 
and a woman played were based on their sexual description and of  course these 
role differences as Emberposits notes led to differences in the behaviours of  males 
and females (Emberposits 2003: 19). Differences in position and power led to 
differences typically in gender roles including beliefs and role expectations. While 
elderly men were expected to express aggression, bravery, a sense of  competition 
and assertion of  male dominance over females, elderly women had the role of  
nurturing and initiating younger women into new institutions of  society like 
marriage and child care.  
Women  
Despite the strong male dominance in many tribal societies including the 
Bahinda of  Buhororo, there was a variety of  role, power and status possessed by 
women especially those in the later adult years like beyond 60s. After raising their 
children to adulthood, elderly women had a role to control the actions of  their 
daughters-in-law and also of  their married sons. From life stories, the Bahinda of  
Buhororo, regarded the role of  elderly women as extremely vital. Even some of  
the roles that otherwise were restricted to males were fit for elderly women like the 
choice of  a wife for the son or a husband for the daughter. Traditionally, social 
activities such as the work of  child care, nursing the sick and the elderly, keeping 
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the hygiene of  a home, gathering fuel (normally firewood) and preparing food 
were culturally reserved for women (Nkwi 2000: 322).  
The cultural roles of  women in Buhooro, which became available in the late 
years of  their adulthood, show the increasing respect and reliance on women 
through their ageing process. Women performed roles such as midwifery, 
administering general medicine to children, adults and the livestock with a 
common phrase ‘Ok ushak yiira’ literally meaning to gather medicine. On an average, 
women in Buhooro knew all the basic medication for all misfortunes like illnesses 
and diseases and the older the women were the more expertise they possessed. Age 
was perceived as experience and as a determinant factor for one’s expertise and 
ability to treat diseases, remove the curses and to curse the societal deviants. Like 
the Hadza people in Tanzania, among the Bahinda, the input of  elderly women 
was very crucial in relation to their daughters and daughters-in-law regarding 
nursing newly born infants and caring for their mothers. As Haviland et al (2014: 
180) postulated the role of  elderly women as holding, nursing and feeding the 
infants and caring for the mothers; Bahinda elderly women were no exception.  
Men 
Elderly men in the traditional value systems had a pivotal role at all levels of  
the society from family, clan to a broader community. Among the Bahinda, elderly 
men were significant in instilling standard norms of  the clan. They influenced 
people in their own clan and even outsiders.  
The education common to elderly men of  tribal Bahindi was related to 
protection of  livestock and other things of  economic importance to their kindred. 
Livestock was viewed as social security, prestige and a form of  reciprocity as a 
payment of  bride price in exchange for a bride to the family of  a girl married off. 
Livestock was also a source of  food and clothing. Therefore men took all matters 
relating to cows as serious. The role of  women in this livestock activity was taking 
care of  milk and milk products like making ghee and yoghurt as well as cleaning 
the milk containers.       
Also, communal alcohol drinking was a medium of  communication. It is at 
this drinking place elders discussed the status of  their wellbeing and threats to 
their existence. It is also here that general awareness and knowledge of  their 
origins, their ancestry and generations, were shared. The ‘Bataka’ literally referred 
to as the elderly elites determined an issue such as which clan was to marry a wife 
or which clan was considered a prohibition to the relationship through marriage.   
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5. The elderly and spiritualism 
The role of  elderly men was seen to be as a spiritual one. They were 
important in the society in aspects such as restoration and maintenance of  order 
and social cohesion. Those who deviated from the societal norms were likely to 
face the wrath of  gods also known as ‘emandwa’. It is believed from the life stories 
of  the elderly in Buhororo that, when a elderly man woke up in the morning, 
before washing his face and cleaning his mouth, having said ‘Keitwe k yabitero’ 
(literally meaning ‘may thunder hit you to death’) he will have cursed the person 
with a deviant behaviour to be hit by lightning or thunder. 
It is perceived from the life stories among the tribal communities of  
Buhororo that the elderly are nearing elevation to ancestor hood, which is yet 
another social category that is rather spiritual and dominated mainly by myths. 
Amongst the Bahinda and obviously all tribes in Uganda, it was believed that 
ancestral spirits remain part of  the family system even after the death of  a family 
member especially the elderly. Such ancestral spirits had the capacity to influence 
the lives of  their living family members. Therefore, in this sense, elders in their late 
years of  life were seen as connectors between the younger generation and the dead. 
In their last days, the elderly leader, who had authority of  management of  ancestral 
spirits, had to select a close kinsman that he deemed suitable to carry on the 
spiritual responsibility. This act of  selection is known as ‘Ok usik yira’ meaning ‘to 
take over from’. A person who inherited the control of  the ancestral spirits, upon 
undergoing ritual performance, would call upon the ancestors to punish any 
member of  the kinship that deviated from accepted social and cultural norms. 
Common to the roles of  elders among Bahinda tribal society was the control of  
witches, curses and commonly believed deprivation of  the undisciplined young 
people to bear children. Although still prevalent in rural areas of  Buhororo, the 
strong caution against despising or abusing, angering or questioning the elderly 
was highly punitive in traditional societies. It was believed that the elderly had the 
power to direct or cancel a curse.  
According to Mzee Beigana Elphaz’s narratives, among the Bahinda—a clan 
in Buhororo— the elderly played an administrative role. Villages were allocated 
clan heads that also carried the administrative symbol known as ‘engoma’ literally 
meaning ‘a drum’ (Morris 2007: 19). The elderly carrier of  this drum also had the 
capacity to curse the deviants in the society; hence spiritualism and politics had no 
visible boundaries in this tribal society. This assertion of  the drum and authority 
collaborates with the works of  Were and Wilson (Were & Wilson 1971: 36– 37). In 
their book ‘East Africa through a thousand years’ Were and Wilson argue that, 
upon Ruhinda’s formation of  the Hinda dynasty in the Bukoba district, mainland 
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of  Tanzania (formerly known as Tanganyika), he sent his sons out each of  whom 
ceremoniously handed a royal drum (engoma) to establish Hinda Sub-dynasties of  
which Ankole, Toro, Bunyoro and Burundi were but a part (Ibid).   
Mr. Beingana (speculated to be 119 years old as at the year 2015) narrates that, 
in his youthful age, land was vast; therefore; every time the family expanded; and 
the clan opened space by sending some members to another virgin land among 
these immigrants were elders that controlled the rest with the drum of  authority. 
The elderly, especially grandfathers, were responsible for naming places and 
children. They named places depending on fertility of  the soil, the terrain and 
activity. For example, a place where Mr. Beingana’s clan met to communicate with 
their god was given a divine name, which is ‘Akaterero k’engoma’ meaning a place 
where a drum is played. They named children depending on the circumstances in 
which he/ she was born. For example, in an interview with Mr. Beingana, he 
narrated how he came to be named Baingana. His father at first was giving birth to 
only girls and therefore not equal to other men. When his wife finally gave birth to 
a boy, the boy raised the father’s status to other men. Baigana literally means, ‘All 
are equal’.    
The elderly were also influential in ‘ok uk wata amatak a’ meaning ‘land 
demarcation’. It was always the role of  the elderly to allocate land to their children 
and grandchildren. Every time the community wanted expansion, elders led a 
group of  young people to occupy a new land. Also, tribal societies like Bahororo 
of  Rukungiri used older adults in their manifestation of  spiritualism to impart 
morals and instil a fear of  severe consequences in cases of  deviant behaviours 
among members in such tribal communities.  
6. The new age elderly and the image of  legitimacy 
As opposed to the research conclusions by Dannefer & Phillipson which 
claimed that as societies become more industrialized, the status of  older people 
actually increases (Dannefer & Phillipson 2010: 51), the elderly in Uganda’s 
Buhororo tribal society have lost much of  their traditional status due to the advent 
of  modernization and westernization in their society.  
Whereas in many ways, the elderly in many tribal societies in Uganda are still 
given high status like being given precedence to speak at public gatherings, being 
given front seats in public ceremonies, being greeted politely and respectfully by 
the younger generation and being given first priority in service of  any sort 
(Weisner, Bradley & Kilbride 1997: 203), the elderly status has largely been 
diminished to just old people who are miraculously still alive in Buhororo. As Sakyi 
(2006: 15) and Lloyd (1968) agreed, while the modernization process that included 
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formal education helped to transform the lives of  Africans in several positive ways, 
the process has been seen to have led to social disorganization and changes in 
family and societal dynamics most of  which diminished the vital status of  the 
elderly.  
In agreement with Weisner, Bradley and Kilbride, East African elderly status 
has been largely affected by the wave of  modernization and westernization 
process (Weisner, Bradley & Kilbride 1997: 185). However, unlike the Tiriki elders 
in Kenya, whose status has remained uncontestably high even with the 
incorporation of  the modern industrialized world (Ibid), the Buhororo the 
elderly’s high held status has dramatically changed shape to people who simply 
need help in the modern society.  
Borrowing from Sakyi (2006: 3) and Skinner’s (1986) work, we can see that 
most Africans invoked the power of  the gods through intermediaries like 
ancestors who were believed to possess supernatural powers that helped the living 
with economic prosperity, childbearing, good health and protection against curses 
and evil attacks. It is from this concept that Uganda’s young spiritual men and 
women today are using the image of  the elderly to lure their prey into their 
witchcraft activities. They wear rags and animal skins, horns, and paint their hair 
white, walk while bending to look like traditional the elderly even when they are as 
young as 30 years. 
In contemporary and modernising Uganda, where myths and spiritual 
aspects of  the society have turned economic, age is also a commodity in a spiritual 
and religious market place. Because the elderly status was traditionally held with a 
high level of  acceptability, the people today use the elderly image in spirit and 
myth-related businesses. One of  the respondents that travelled to South Africa to 
work as a witch doctor, narrated in an interview as to how the Ugandan witch 
doctors he knows either cover themselves or hide in the dark and imitate the 
elderly or have to put on makeup and clothes that make them look elderly. The 
implication here is, for one to look fierce, scary, intimidating and capable to deliver 
a curse or heal a misfortune, he/ she has to appear and sound like ancestors known 
as ‘ba jaja’. Equally, from the life stories of  people in Buhororo, looking elderly and 
ferocious is an attractive feature to the clients who are seeking healing. 
The elderly in a traditionally known context has slowly faded off  with the 
shift of  economic power from the elderly to the children. Because of  the power 
shift in the positioning of  the elderly, they have a problem living on their own 
savings especially those in peasantry homesteads. The shift of  economic power 
from the elderly to their younger counterparts has altered the elderly’s legitimate 
positioning to dependants and whose chance for survival is in the young working 
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sons and daughter or even grandchildren.  
The role of  formal education also took part in dismantling social structures 
and thereby distorting the functionality of  the elderly in the society. Most the 
elderly that shared their life stories decried the level of  their discontent in the 
society today. One of  the elders was quoted as saying ‘our children and 
grandchildren despise us as people who did not go to school; our practices are 
parochial; out of  date, mythical and our traditional knowledge is very irrelevant’.    
Also, the role of  Christianity in shaping the belief  systems has killed the 
prospects of  elderly legitimacy. Respondents of  this study confidently believe that, 
although Christians today still visit the traditional witchdoctors, they try to do so in 
extreme secrecy. Witchcraft practices since the coming of  Christianity to Uganda 
in the 1870s has been demonized and regarded as barbaric, profane and ungodly. 
Because of  the secretive nature of  witchcraft, respondents argued that the young 
try to hide their actions while their followers also try to form the underworld that 
one can merely unveil.  
Today, the elderly are accorded respect especially on social functions like 
burial, marriage and other rituals but no longer have the spiritual and social power 
they previously possessed. However, the evidence of  the elderly’s legitimacy and 
spiritual power still resides in communities by the symbolic role the image of  
elderliness plays in witchcraft practices today. 
7. Conclusion 
Societies where age plays such a powerful role in ordering social life have 
been found especially in Africa. In Uganda, among the pre-colonial Bahororo 
tribal society, age was viewed as a source of  accumulated wisdom, experience and 
a problem-solving arena for members of  the society. Also, in cases of  deviance 
among members of  the society, the elderly played a punitive role such as cursing 
and banishing among others.   
It is interesting, however, trying to understand power dynamics surrounding 
the elderly or ageing in Uganda today. Whilst the elderly have been discarded from 
power relations and systems in Buhororo, the image of  being elderly still 
dominates the spiritual world in this part of  the world. One has to appear as if  
he/ she is old to practice believable spiritual rituals, such as witchcraft. The witch 
doctors referred to in this article try to make their hair look grey, or cover their 
heads but their beards look grey and majority of  them avoid standing straight. 
They change their voices to sound like the elderly. This is interesting because 
people trust elderly-looking witch doctors but no longer look up to the elderly as 
sources of  wisdom. The modernization processes and the economic systems in 
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Africa, after colonialism, can explain this change in power relations. Today, the 
image of  the elderly in the whole country and even in other parts of  Africa is a 
symbolic instrument for economic gains by the so-called witchdoctors, otherwise 
referred to as modern criminals, who falsify to defraud unsuspecting primitive 
clients. I argue here that, in the post-colonial Uganda, while the economic system 
shifted from the elderly to the younger working generation, the spiritual image of  
the elderly remained intact and has been given little or no attention.  
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